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The Feminized Mindset vs The Masculine Mindset
Men who grew up with absent/ weak Fathers &/or controlling/ abusive Mothers tend to operate 
from a Feminized Mindset. 
 
Popular Culture celebrates the Feminized Mindset & is offended by the Masculine Mindset.

Every day we are faced with choices of which mindset to operate from.

The following juxtapositions are to help us identify when we are operating from a Feminized 
Mindset & course correct back to a Masculine Mindset.

FM obeys popular culture’s purpose for his life.
MM obeys Jesus’ purpose for his life. 
What do I have faith for? What am I going for?
Define my Mission & elevator pitch: Online Bio’s as Business Card, Show people a plan. 

FM is trapped by his circumstances.
MM is prepared by his circumstances.
Joseph in jail. David in the desert.

FM thinks that Failure & Success are permanent. 
MM thinks that Failure & Success are seasonal. 
“There’s always another Spring coming…”

FM wants equality & fairness.
MM wants opportunity & reward.
“Nobody owes me anything…”

FM imagines & dwells on his past failures.
MM imagines & dwells on his future successes. 
What does my success look like? This Q is a good way to spend my journaling time.

FM focuses on, & blames the Uncontrollables.
MM focuses on, & responds to the Controllables.
List the things I can control about this situation, what are my next 3 actions, schedule them.

FM embodies dispair & cowardice.
MM embodies Hope & Bravery.
90% of people are naked & afraid. What would I do if I was fearless?



FM are defined by what they are fighting against.
MM are defined by what they are building towards.
“Its easier to destroy than it is to build.”

FM thinks that People are just looking for ways to get at him.
MM thinks that People are just looking out for themselves. 
“By faith, people like me. By faith, people want to help me.” 

FM finds reasons to be resentful.
MM finds reasons to be grateful.
Clean up my news feed. Intentionally thank people, even for little things. 

FM attracts abusers & other victims.
MM attracts coaches & followers.
Tell the truth. I choose who gets to be around me. 

FM looks for a hero to do hard things for him.
MM looks for a coach to walk him through hard things.
Read biographies. Listen to call in shows. Look for advice, do it, show results.

FM fights his critics with an “F-you!”
MM takes his feedback with a “Thank you!”
“Disgruntled customers are your greatest source of learning.”

FM says “I can’t do it.”
MM says “I don’t know till I give it a go!” 
What hard things do I want to attempt? What are my next 3 actions?

FM consumes other’s passions & talents.
MM sells their own passions & talents. 
What do I love doing that I would pay to do it? How can I serve people with that?


